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Hello

As we near the end of 2021, we return to one of the most talked-about areas
of additive manufacturing: metal. Every year, metal AM technologies, materials and applications advance, supporting the continued industrialization of the
technology and the industry.
In this publication, we look at new developments and trends within the sphere
of metal additive manufacturing, starting with an analysis of metal AM power
hitters from across the globe. We also look at a new metal AM material from
GKN Additive that is opening up new applications in industries such as automotive. Next, we hear how Canada-based Burloak Technologies is expanding
its metal AM capabilities and services. We then revisit the AMTC conference
and its industry insights. And finally map out the existing metal AM processes
on the market today.
It goes without saying that a single eBook publication cannot cover or touch
on every aspect of the diverse metal AM industry, but we have endeavored to
present you, our readers, with valuable insights into the current state of the
market and trending topics within metal AM technology. Enjoy!

Tess Boissonneault
Editor in Chief, 3dpbm
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Carefully curated by our editors, our weekly newsletter
keeps executives, engineers and end-users updated on
the AM developments that really matter.
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ANALYSIS

Which countries are leading the
metal AM hardware race?
The EU and the US fight for the lead ahead of China’s dynamic growth

Image: Vladislav Klapin - Unsplash

Understanding where the most metal AM systems

EMEA vs NA for global leadership

are produced can help understand global AM market
dynamics. According to 3dpbm Research’s latest report

In today’s metal AM hardware market the leadership is

Metal AM Opportunities and Trends 2020-2030, the

contested between the EMEA and the North America

leading geographic areas for metal AM hardware man-

geographic areas. The exact size of each area depends

ufacturing are EMEA and North America. In a market

on whether we consider the metal AM hardware market

segment still largely dominated by metal powder bed

in terms of the manufacturing company’s nationality or

fusion (PBF) systems, the EU and the US are fighting

in terms of where the machines are actually produced.

over leadership that depends on whether we consider
machines in terms of the manufacturing company’s

In terms of company nationality, North America leads

nationality or in terms of where the actual machine pro-

the market with 966 systems, which represents 43%

duction takes place. APAC, driven by China’s highly

of global metal AM hardware manufacturing capabil-

dynamic growth over the past five years, is still behind

ities. On the other hand, in terms of manufacturing

but it’s catching up. The metal AM parts production

location, EMEA leads the market with 963 machines

market is also a heated battlefield. Let’s break it down.

produced yearly, also 43% of manufacturing capabil-

The metal AM hardware race

ities. The difference is mainly due to GE Additive—a
North American company— acquiring German metal
L-PBF system manufacturer Concept Laser and Swed-

The dominant hardware technology in today’s metal

ish metal EB-PBF systems manufacturer Arcam. Other

AM market is metal PBF, including primarily laser-

companies also manufacture systems in countries that

based systems (L-PBF) but also electron beam-based

are different from the company’s original nationality. All

systems (EB-PBF).

APAC-based companies manufacture their machines
in the APAC area.

Also increasingly present in the market today is metal
DED technology, which includes various processes

Global AM hardware unit sales

(laser, electron beam and wire-arc based). Rising tech-

Source: 3dpbm Research

nologies considered include a family of processes
which we refer to as consolidation AM processes and
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include systems based on kinetic, ultrasound and friction consolidation. These systems are already available
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commercially and have significant growth potential
however they are still very much a niche of metal AM
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today. Finally, metal binder jetting (MBJ) is seen by
many as a potentially disruptive technology for metal

400

AM production however its adoption is still very limited.
Bound metal AM processes, also considered here, are

200

still largely experimental and used mostly for prototyping activities.

APAC
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For a more detailed description of metal additive manufacturing processes see the technology mapping
section in this eBook on page 36.
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Metal AM hardware unit production EU-based companies vs US-based companies
Source: 3dpbm Research
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scaled AM operations in the US while EOS operates
with different but synergic strategies due to the differ-

Considering that the EU and USA represent the

ent structures and reference market.

large majority of metal AM manufacturing companies and capabilities in the EMEA and North America

It should also be noted that the US is now leading for

areas respectively, the ratios—indicated in the graph

the development of new high-speed production-ready

above—are similar. It should be noted that specific busi-

metal binder jetting systems through US companies

ness interests vary significantly across national borders,

such as Desktop Metal and ExOne, GE and HP. The

demonstrating that this metal AM race between the US

expected adoption of these machines over the next few

and the EU is also a highly synergic collaboration.

years is likely to tip the scale towards the North American market (even if HP may be producing its machines

For example, German company SLM Solutions is partly
owned by Elliot, a large US-based investment fund and
the company is now particularly active in developing

in Europe or China).

Made in Germany

the US market. Likewise, American company ExOne
has invested significantly in expanding its operations

The concept of high-level German engineering has

with a state of the art metal AM center recently opened

been traditionally associated with the automotive

in Germany. German company Trumpf also recently

industry with world-leading OEMs such as BMW, VW,

Mercedes and Audi. Recently this foundation of the

Indeed, the German engineering capabilities that built

German economy has been shaken and challenged

the country’s world-leading automotive industry are

by new companies—either from the East or in terms

now also being used to produce world-leading quanti-

of EV propulsion—resulting in significant loss of

ties of metal 3D printers as well, making Germany—by

workplace productivity. In our interview in this issue,

far—the largest manufacturing country for metal 3D

Oerlikon’s Prof. Süß has argued that AM could start to

printers in Europe today, totalling 82% of all metal AM

fill the role of destination market for German engineers

systems produced.

and eventually the wider workforce. “If AM received
even a fraction of the funds that e-mobility receives, it

If we consider systems produced in the EMEA region,

would help to accelerate. And that is exactly what may

the total number of systems increases. Interestingly,

happen,” Prof. Süß explained. “Traditional industries,

Germany’s market share decreases because we have

including the automotive industry, are now seeing mas-

to consider that the number of machines produced in

sive workforce declines in Europe. Additive is offering

Sweden grows considerably. This is due largely to metal

a new opportunity to create jobs in a new industry. Our

AM company Arcam, the world-leading manufacturer

German additive business this year is growing by 80%.

of electron beam powder bed fusion (EB-PBF) systems.

If we can maintain growth of 30%-50% we will be fine.”

Arcam is owned by GE, after an acquisition in 2016.

Metal AM hardware unit production by EMEA-based companies
Source: 3dpbm Research
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APAC Rising

Shining 3D and HBD have already begun expansion
towards Western markets, while others such as Chamlion

Although Asia and the APAC region remain behind in

and Wuhan Huake (as well as other smaller operators)

terms of metal AM units manufactured, this has been

are still focusing on the local market while already pro-

observed to be the most dynamic in terms of growth

ducing significant numbers of metal AM units.

over the past five years, driven by very significant initiaWhile China represents 68% of metal additive manu-

tives in China, Japan and Singapore primarily.

facturing system production capabilities in the APAC
The types of metal AM hardware produced and

region, Japan is second in the region with 20%. Japan

adopted by each of the major APAC countries differ

has been a relatively slow adopter of additive manufac-

significantly. China has implemented a strong, largely

turing, considering that the country is a world leading

government-driven campaign to scale its metal L-PBF

machine tool manufacturer. In recent years, however, all

capabilities. Today 3dpbm’s Index and latest market

the major Japanese machine tool manufacturers have

study counted 9 highly relevant manufacturers of metal

been introducing AM-capable directed energy depo-

L-PBF systems, some of which also manufacture metal

sition (DED) or hybrid DED systems, while development

L-DED machines. Among these, Farsoon, Eplus3D,

is ongoing for EB-PBF production capabilities.

Metal AM hardware unit production by APAC-based companies
Source: 3dpbm Research
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Singapore and Australia have also been scaling up

data also indicates that the majority of the world’s most

their adoption and production capabilities for metal

technologically advanced companies are still very much

AM. Both countries have targeted very large format

based in western countries, thus confirming that AM is

systems and applications. Singapore mainly through

an opportunity that should be exploited even further

WAAM technology, while Australia is leading in terms

by both European and North American policy-makers.

of kinetic consolidation (also known as cold blown
powder) capabilities.

The metal AM service and parts race

West Vs East

Looking specifically at AM service providers and their
locations, we are able to present a preliminary overview

Comparing all Western countries with Eastern coun-

of the highest geographic concentration of metal AM

tries (approximately, since we are strictly not defining

materials and material consumption. Note that these

these countries by political systems as much as by

figures refer exclusively to 3D printing service pro-

geographic location) the rate of metal AM production

viders and do not include internal production by AM

capabilities is about 3:1. Interestingly, if we compare

adopters, including OEMs in segments such as auto-

the combined defense budgets of these countries the

motive, aerospace, medical or energy segments. For

ratio is exactly the same (0.34 vs 0.35 East to West).

this reason, Germany, which is one of the largest overall

This does not come as a surprise, as the defense indus-

adopters of metal AM in terms of industrial production,

try—which includes many aerospace activities—is a

falls behind other nations where AM service providers

huge adopter and driver of metal AM technology. The

are more established in terms of providing outsourced
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Top 10 countries by number of metal AM parts (in thousands) produced by services
Source: 3dpbm Research
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production capabilities to local companies. Also, US

the Americas and an even more significant one over

companies such as Proto Labs, which conducts a large

the APAC region. In terms of macro regions, the Amer-

part of its AM production in Germany, is considered as

icas represent the largest metal materials consumption

a US-based AM service provider in this overview.

area, with a more established utilization of large-format
metal AM technologies such as EBAM and WAAM. Both

As per the graph above, the US is the largest nation

EMEA and the Americas record similar levels of adop-

for parts produced by AM service providers. They are

tion of L-DED technologies; however, these have less

followed by Sweden, which rises in this chart due to

of an impact in this report’s forecast, as they are more

the high-throughput capabilities of companies such

commonly implemented for internal use by vertical AM

as Digital Metal, using metal binder jetting to produce

adopters (not considered in this forecast) rather than

very large numbers of small parts. China is the third

outsource to AM service providers. ◆

nation through widespread production of parts via
several metal L-PBF service providers. Likewise, Italy
(where BEAMIT is based), the UK (with 3T and Siemens
Materials Solutions) and Belgium (with Materialise) are
well-established markets for AM.

Further Reading

Looking specifically at macro-regions, EMEA is the

To learn more about this market please see
the following 3dpbm Research report:

largest with 48% of all parts produced by metal AM

Metal AM Market Opportunities & Trends

service providers, maintaining a significant lead over
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SPOTLIGHT

How GKN Additive is broadening
metal AM’s horizons with DPLA steel
First DP600-like low alloy steel for L-PBF has tunable properties
Image: GKN Additive

GKN Powder Metallurgy and GKN Additive division

alloy steel called DP600 (HCT600X/C), had no equiv-

have positioned themselves strategically at the fore-

alent for additive manufacturing. Traditionally, sheet

front of laser powder bed fusion industrialization

metal fabrication is used to form DP600 parts, and the

through their participation in the ongoing IDAM proj-

material’s high strength and impact resistance make it

ect. The initiative, which stands for Industrialization and

suitable for many critical components in vehicles, like

Digitalization of Additive Manufacturing, is led by a con-

floor panels and outer body parts.

sortium of 12 partners who share the goal of creating a
highly automated, end-to-end production line for laser

Leveraging its extensive experience in powder metal-

powder bed fusion. With the participation of leading

lurgy and AM powder development, GKN set to work

automotive manufacturer BMW, the IDAM project has

to adapt the low alloy steel for AM. “The development

put a particular emphasis on the automotive industry

was not easy, we encountered several issues, but we

as an end-user.

have the background for it—we are one of the world’s
leading powder manufacturers,” said Eduard Ulrich,

We’ve followed the ongoing IDAM project closely

Business Development Manager at GKN Additive.

since it launched in 2019, and like others in the metal

“DP600 is only easy to manufacture using conventional

AM industry have felt hopeful at its continued pro-

methods, so we needed to make certain changes to the

gression. Today, the project is nearing its conclusion,

powder for AM.”

which means that the two automated pilot lines that the
12 IDAM partners set out to establish (one at BMW’s

These changes to the automotive-grade steel resulted

Munich facility, the other at GKN’s facility in Bonn) are

in the development of two materials: DPLA for LPBF

in their test phase.

and FSLA for binder jetting. DPLA is a dual-phase/complex phase steel powder with excellent ultimate tensile

Besides the production line itself, one of the most

strength (UTS) and low yield strength. The material has

notable innovations born out of the IDAM project’s

also been optimized for the laser powder bed fusion

framework has been the development of a low alloy

process, with good spreadability and laser absorption.

steel powder for additive manufacturing. The mate-

(FSLA has similarly been optimized for binder jetting

rial—which is actually two materials, DPLA (Dual Phase

with good sinterability.) What is most interesting about

Low Alloy) for LPBF and FSLA (Free Sintering Low Alloy)

DPLA, however, is that its properties can be tuned by

for binder jetting—was developed by GKN Powder

adjusting heat treatment parameters. “For example,

Metallurgy. The DPLA powder, which we will explore

we can achieve three different material properties with

in more depth in this article, brings something new

a single material,” explained Jochen Wagner, Business

and interesting to the table and expands the poten-

Development Manager at GKN Additive. “This is really

tial for metal AM applications in the automotive

one of the key successes of this material.”

industry and beyond.

Developing DPLA

Technically speaking, an as-built DPLA 3D printed part
has a tensile strength of x>850 MPa UTS/Rm. If the same
part undergoes a heat treatment with parameters set for

The story of DPLA begins at BMW. The automotive

medium strength, it will result in a significant change of

manufacturer, which has increasingly been integrating

∆x > 300 MPa UTS/Rm and a beneficial effect on elon-

AM for part development and production, reached out

gation. Other properties, like yield strength, fracture

to GKN with something of a pain point. One of the most

elongation, hardness, and young’s modulus can also

commonly used metals in automotive production, a low

be adjusted by changing heat treatment parameters.
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“It is the perfect fit for additive
manufacturing. With the right
material like DPLA, you don’t
need any tooling and you can
save a lot of money.”
In short, this means that end users can produce parts

Within the automotive sector, customers like BMW and

with different properties without having to validate dif-

others will benefit from using DPLA for the production

ferent powders. To date, GKN Additive has validated

of functional prototypes to streamline product devel-

the steel powder for the EOS M300-4 quad-laser system

opment, as well as for the serial production of small

through the IDAM framework. This validation marks an

components. Wagner and Ulrich also point to the rap-

important step in the ultimate goal to prepare the AM

idly growing hypercar market, in which many companies

production line for high-volume DPLA part production.

are leveraging AM to produce low-volume end-use

A new material for automotive AM

components and structures for vehicles. “It is the perfect fit for AM,” Wagner said. “With the right material
like DPLA, you don’t need any tooling and you can save

A 3D printed automotive roof node made from DPLA

a lot of money.”

showcases how the low alloy steel and additive manufacturing can strategically be used in combination
to meet the stringent requirements of the automotive
industry. On the one hand, AM enables the redesign

The FSLA dual phase microstructure
after undergoing heat treatment.

of parts to optimize weight and performance—as seen

Image: GKN Additive

with the roof node’s bionic structure. “This design is
only possible with AM,” said Wagner. “You cannot cast
it, forge it, machine it.”
On the other hand, DPLA offers higher mechanical
properties compared to other metal AM materials
such as aluminum, making it more viable for structural
parts that must meet crash test requirements. Notably, because the metal powder is comparable to the
widely used DP600, it eases the transition from conventional manufacturing to additive manufacturing for
certain applications.

Automotive 3D printed serial parts made on the EOS M300-4 as part of the IDAM project.
Image: GKN Additive

Another area where the two GKN managers see a

GKN is exhibiting at booth 12.1/C41—will be a key

potential opportunity for DPLA is in the cycling

gathering for making these connections. “The good

industry, particularly in the production of cargo bikes

thing about Formnext is that you have every kind of

designed to carry loads. Because these bikes are

industry coming to Frankfurt,” Ulrich says. “You can

built to carry more than just their rider (for instance,

learn from visitors: what industries they are from, what

children, groceries, etc.), they must be built from a

projects they have, and then you can brainstorm and

high-strength material like steel. 3D printing DPLA

say ‘hey, maybe this material is a good fit’.”

could therefore provide lightweight optimized steel
components without the weight of solid steel parts.

GKN Additive, at your service

Ulrich and Wagner also emphasize that DPLA is
a fine example of the company’s overall mandate.
That is, GKN develops powders to meet the needs
of its clients when no existing products do. When

GKN Additive is also exploring other application areas

BMW highlighted a need for an automotive-grade

for its new material and is looking forward to speaking

low alloy steel, GKN delivered. And that material will

with customers and potential customers about other

now benefit metal additive manufacturing adopt-

industries and ideas. Naturally, Formnext 2021—where

ers more broadly.
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Beyond the low alloy steel, GKN is also continually

materials like a nickel-free stainless steel. Due to the

working on developing other materials for AM. Pres-

fact that GKN produces the AM powder by itself, we

ently, the company says it has a strong focus on new

are totally flexible and we can respond quickly to the

materials for binder jetting. GKN is the first manufac-

needs of our customers.”

turer to implement large-scale production using the
metal binder jetting process. Since mid-2021, the first

Ultimately, DPLA and GKN’s broader additive manufac-

series parts are running with 316L; and the ramp ups

turing material development competency are helping

of FSLA, which has already been fully validated, are

to drive new applications and uses for AM in automo-

currently taking place.

tive and beyond. Moreover, as evidenced by the IDAM
project, GKN’s strengths—such as a global production

“Under development are tool steels (like M2 / 1.3343)

presence, Industry 4.0 capabilities and many powder

as well as aluminum and copper alloys,” the com-

metallurgy certifications—are bolstering the industri-

pany adds. “Furthermore, we are developing special

alization of metal AM. ◆

An automotive rood node redesigned for additive manufacturing and GKN’s new DPLA material.
Image: GKN Additive
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INTERVIEW

Building a new world with AM
at Burloak Technologies
Exclusive interview with Keyvan Hosseinkhani and Jason Ball

Image: Burloak Technologies

With over 165 years under its belt and over $4.5 billion in

metals as well as directed energy deposition (DED)

revenue, Samuel, Son & Co. is one of the most well-es-

machines for metals.”

tablished metal processing companies in Canada.
The family-owned business serves clients from virtu-

This variety enables Burloak to not only handle a wide

ally every industry that uses metal, from automotive

variety of metal applications but to offer its clients the

and aerospace, to the rail industry, to oil and gas and

best solution for their needs, ensuring that the AM tech-

other energy sectors. In recent years, the company has

nology chosen for the job is the best fit in terms of

become increasingly interested in additive manufactur-

efficiency, cost and quality. For instance, while aero-

ing both to meet the changing demands of its clients

space applications are well suited to metal LPBF, there

and to stay ahead of metal manufacturing trends.

may be more opportunities in binder jetting for automotive and energy applications.

As part of this evolution, Samuel acquired a stake in Burloak Technologies, a specialist in metal AM production

Many of these metal AM systems are found under

based in Oakville, Ontario. This was back in 2017. As

one roof at Burloak’s Additive Manufacturing Centre

the interest in metal AM grew and Burloak’s business

of Excellence (AMCE) in Oakville. The facility, which

expanded, Samuel made the decision to acquire 100%

opened in 2018, houses metal 3D printer fleets, as well

of Burloak Technologies in early 2020, establishing the

as all other equipment and technologies required for

company as its AM-focused division.

an end-to-end process. This includes heat treatments,
HIP furnaces, post-processing and more.

Since the acquisition, Burloak Technologies has only
continued to grow, helping customers from various

“In house, we have the complete capability,” says Ball.

industries to explore and exploit the benefits of metal

“That keeps our efficiency up. One of the challenges

additive manufacturing, forging new partnerships

of metal AM if you’re just doing printing is the logistics

and expanding its international footprint. We had the

of having to go between different vendors, so we have

opportunity to catch up with Technical Director at Bur-

that entirely contained within our facility.”

loak Technologies Keyvan Hosseinkhani and VP of
Business Development Jason Ball, who shared how
Burloak Technologies has positioned itself to support
its customers around the world with metal AM applications and production capabilities.

Burloak Technologies’ AMCE facility houses
end-to-end processes for metal AM.
Image: Burloak Technologies

Diverse technologies for
diverse applications
One of the first things to know about Burloak Technologies is that it has a broad focus within the purview of
metal additive manufacturing. The company operates
many different metal AM processes and machines. Hosseinkhani explains: “We have a wide variety of machines
with different capabilities. For example, we have fleets
of powder bed fusion machines from EOS, TRUMPF,
Renishaw and SLM. We also have binder jetting for

21

The metal AM workflows established by Burloak are

“The additive journey is not a short one,” Ball says.

suitable for many applications and production scales,

“Customers come to us with different levels of under-

whether its application development, rapid prototyping

standing, so the first part of our job is really educating

or high-volume production. “We have set up our shop

them on additive, showing them what the capability

to have an area where we do a lot of R&D, and then we

is and trying to show what parts make sense. We then

also have an area where we handle higher volume pro-

partner with customers to go through a business case

duction runs,” Ball explains.

and eventually make a part. That’s the truest way to
prove a business case.”

Notably, Burloak recently expanded its production capability with the acquisition of a new facility in

Hosseinkhani emphasizes that the company does not

Camarillo, California. Spanning 25,000 square feet, the

design parts for customers, rather it works with them

new site (including assets and equipment) was acquired

on existing designs by providing recommendations

from Carpenter Technology Corporation and has estab-

tailored to the AM process. “The customers always

lished Burloak Technologies as North America’s first

own the design,” he says. “We provide recommenda-

multi-site AM services provider.

tions based on our experience with different materials,

A customer-focused journey

processes and geometries. We will suggest modifications to the design to optimize it for a particular
metal AM process.”

As a services provider, Burloak Technologies is well
positioned to introduce customers to metal additive

These recommendations aim to make the most out of

manufacturing and demonstrate the technology’s

the AM process, leveraging things like lightweighting,

advantages for certain applications. This means that

part consolidation and material consumption, as well

not only does the Burloak team specialize in metal AM

as other steps in the AM workflow, such as post-pro-

as a process, it also eases the entry into metal AM by

cessing. “You always have to look at the whole chain,”

providing knowledge and expert recommendations.

Hosseinkhani adds.”I may be able to make the most
beautiful part, but to make it economical I don’t want to
spend too much time on post-processing. So, we also

Burloak Technologies is based out of
Oakville, Ontario in Canada.
Image: Burloak Technologies

design for minimum post-processing.”
On the whole, Burloak reports that there is a noticeable
increase in interest for pursuing metal AM applications
from customers. “We’re seeing increased activity not
only with existing customers, but also from industries
that have not yet touched additive manufacturing,”
says Ball. “More and more companies believe AM is
a disruptive technology and are making moves to be
included in the journey.”
Of course, while interest in metal AM grows in new
areas, one of Burloak Technologies’ key customer industries is one that has been driving metal AM from the
very beginning: aerospace. An established supplier

Burloak Technologies was fully acquired by metal processing company Samuel, Son & Co. in 2020.
Image: Burloak Technologies

of metal AM parts for aerospace applications, Burloak took its position to the next level recently when it

Continued growth for Burloak
and additive manufacturing

received Boeing BAC 5673 approval for the production
of aluminum parts.

Looking forward, Burloak Technologies is working on
bringing its new U.S.-based facility online, which will

The approval was granted in January 2021 after a

enable it to work with more American companies and

16-month collaboration with Boeing and has made

expand its production and services. “We’re going to

Burloak Technologies the first company in the world

follow our current game plan,” says Ball. “We now

to achieve the aerospace qualification for printing

have the capability to do manufacturing in the U.S. and

AlSi10Mg aerospace parts. “It’s qualified us to manu-

Canada, and we’re going to continue to grow in these

facture aluminum parts on a specific machine platform,

markets by helping our customers.”

so we’re now able to print any geometry in aluminum

Looking at the metal AM more generally, Burloak Tech-

for Boeing,” Ball elaborates. “It is a big win for us and

nologies sees both the challenges and potential that

shows our strength in aviation and our commitment to

await the industry. Ball points to education as a hurdle

our relationship with Boeing.”

that needs overcoming, especially when it comes to
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design. “When you are brought up with the design

“It will take some time but imagine if all the parts were

rules that have applied to conventional machining and

designed to be printed: your supply chain would look

techniques, you have to learn how to design differently

extremely different than it does today. No more stock-

for AM,” he says. “So we have to educate younger folks

ing parts, no more need for inventories. You’re keeping

to teach them how to design for additive.”

a set of data and you’re pulling from that data when you
need it. But we must transition to that,” he concludes.

Of course, another hurdle to widespread adoption is the
need for technological advancements. “To close more

“For a customer that has a traditional design and pro-

business cases, the machines have to be able to print

duction fleet, transitioning completely to additive will

faster and the cost of materials needs to come down,”

take a long time. But we have to start the journey some-

he adds. “But all that will come over time as it is contin-

where. So, you start with components. You start with

ually being developed. That’s why we keep such a large

part consolidation. You help customers with the journey

fleet of different technologies, so we can stay at the

to understand it. And once that migration to additive

forefront and see how the technologies are advancing.

happens, it’s going to be a different world.” ◆

Burloak Technologies works with customers from across many industries, playing
a vital role in the implementation and adoption of metal AM.
Image: Burloak Technologies
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Developing an additive strategy at AMTC
3dpbm spoke with leading hardware OEMs, material
suppliers and services providers about the future of AM

Image: 3dpbm

After three successful MTC editions in Munich (and one

Growing productivity with collaborations

year off due to COVID-19 travel restrictions), the latest
Manufacturing Technology Conference became AMTC

Among the thopics discussed by Dr. Hicken in the

and moved to Aachen, where it continued to build on

paper, three elements focus on the need to evolve AM

the strong “momentum for growth” generated during

technologies and the entire AM workflow (design, pro-

the previous editions. With over 50 C-level speakers,

cess and post-process), while optimizing and defining

30 key partners and the possibility to attend from any-

the most value-added AM applications. Despite many

where in the world, AMTC is the AM industry’s largest

challenges, Dr. Hicken thinks the industry has made

C-level conference and arguably the most relevant.

significant steps in the right direction over the past two
years. “[The AM industry] has developed especially in

“Momentum for Growth” is also the official motto of

terms of how more customers have been able to iden-

this edition. After consolidating partnerships among

tify ideal applications,” he explains. “The interest is

key AM industry players across the entire AM value

still strong and AM adopters need to invest time and

chain, even many direct competitors, this year’s editions

internal resources, especially within their design depart-

focused on evolving and maturing additive manufactur-

ment, to fully capture the opportunities offered by AM.”

ing technology. It did this through the exploration of six
key elements, illustrated by Oerlikon’s Dr. Sven Hicken,

Another key element that was discussed during the

Head of Oerlikon’s AM business and CTO, Surface Solu-

AMTC conference is the need to adjust university cur-

tions Division, in our recent interview, just ahead of the

ricula to better educate engineers. “The educational

conference (read the full interview online).

aspect has improved a lot in recent years,” Dr. Hicken
continues. “We clearly can see more professors pick

The six theses discussed are topics that Oerlikon and

up on the idea of additive with very important AM pro-

its partners have been particularly involved with since

grams. Some of the largest institutions have installed

the very start. They can be summarized as:

internal networks to make sure that they can build on a
really good momentum of very talented professors and

• Involving AM specialists early in the development
process;

curious students. That is a great combination!”

• Adjusting university curricula to better educate
engineers;

Oerlikon’s AMTC brought together over
50 C-level speakers from across AM.
Image: Oerlikon

• Continuing the development and advancement
of AM systems;
• Interdisciplinary collaboration for the full AM
process workflow;
• Mandatory AM standards to help
industrialization;
• A dedicated AM association to represent the AM
community.
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AMTC is starting to take the
form of an industry association,
promoting and consolidating
additive manufacturing globally
Along with improved curricula, there remains much to

partners to people from government institutions and

be done at the regulatory level. In the thesis paper, Dr.

academia,” Oerlikon Chairman, Prof. Michale Süß

Hicken also highlighted the need to develop mandatory

explained when we sat down for an interview after the

standards, something that Oerlikon has been working

opening panel where he presented the day’s events

with conference partner TUV for some time, and per-

along with key figures from academia and government

haps even more urgently, the need for AM companies

(read the full interview online).

to come together into an association that can represent
the interests of the AM community on a global scale.

“Meeting in person is useful for exchanging first-hand
information, networking, and to tackle certain topics

The AMTC is looking to provide a starting point to build

together,” Süß explains. “We all want for this tech-

this AM industry group. “Long-term partners like Sie-

nology to be used more and more in manufacturing

mens, TUV or Linde look to the conference to present

applications. This industry needed a format that would

themselves as front runners in this growing industry,”

accelerate collaborations. We have established AMTC

says Dr. Hicken. “AMTC is not a trade show—where

as a leading conference worldwide, with participants

everyone is busy conducting business—so it really

from any hemisphere and any industry, from aerospace,

allows decision-makers to meet and discuss with opin-

to energy, automotive and all industrial production seg-

ion leaders about the future directions that the AM

ments, together.”

industry is going to take. It’s starting to take the form
of an industry association promoting and consolidat-

From Munich to Aachen

ing AM globally.”

C-leveling the playing field

This year the event moved from Munich to Aachen to
highlight one of the most advanced academic hubs
for AM research. The Munich location, which will likely

The AMTC conference is a key element in this strategy,

be re-proposed in the future, allows the conference to

bringing together over thirty partners that are working

focus more on certain political aspects and on business

with Oerlikon in this effort, including top universi-

decisions due to the nearby presence of large adopting

ties, major hardware manufacturers, such as EOS and

companies such as BMW or Audi. This year’s conference

Trumpf, and major adopters like Siemens Energy, who

also adopted a new hybrid format to deal with COVID-

is also a competitor in terms of offering AM services.

19 restrictions. Previous editions had seen as many as
1,200 physical participants and Prof. Süß agrees that the

“The importance of a conference such as AMTC is to

hybrid format allowed many who were not able to travel

help find the right people to work with from C-level

to attend the high-profile talks and panels.

Dr Sven Hicken, Head of Additive Manufacturing Business Unit, Oerlikon,
speaking on a panel at the AMTC event in October 2021.
Image: Oerlikon

“All AMTC participants are convinced that additive

that the company has produced over 70,000 parts by

manufacturing is the right place to put their money

AM to date but also highlighted that the roadmap to

in. GE has spent a lot of money, Siemens has massive

AM workflow integration is still a very long one. If there

operations, as do BMW, Audi and Volkswagen Group.

are so many challenges, why do these and other com-

They have made massive investments in AM. It’s a small

panies continue to invest in AM? Prof. Süß provided a

portion of their capabilities but they certainly don’t want

very clear answer:

to throw money away.”
“It’s simply because, besides the challenges, additive
One of the most appreciated aspects of Oerlikon’s

manufacturing has already presented several applica-

MTC/AMTC conferences is that they tell the “real story”

tions that allow companies to generate profits right

focusing on the many challenges that still need to be

away. One thing is to qualify all of additive manufac-

addressed for AM to be used in industrial produc-

turing for production, and that will require more than a

tion. The panels focused on topics such as “How to

decade. Another is to qualify a single application. While

enable engineers”, and the “Roadmap to implement

you do have to consider ramp up and CapEx costs,

AM successfully” as well as the latest developments

it’s like any R&D program. Whereas some programs

on materials solutions. In many cases the speakers pre-

can require 15 to 20 years until they generate profits,

sented the good news without hiding the challenges

there are specific additive manufacturing applications

ahead. Dr. Melissa Orme, VP Boeing Additive Manu-

where you can start generating revenues and profits in

facturing, Engineering, Test & Technology, revealed

a matter of a few months or a couple of years at most.”
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At the same time, Prof. Süß recognizes that the final goal

Energy, a key AMTC partner, is also one of the best posi-

is that of establishing the entire industry. That—he con-

tioned companies to usher in the era of digital additive

cedes—will require a 15 year period to get significant

mass production.

returns on investment that cover expenditures as well as
interests and profitability. However, the implementation

“We now have literally hundreds of AM parts integrated

of AM is seen as inevitable: those who don’t take the

in our SAP system,” said Markus Seibold, Vice Presi-

first steps now will be left behind and it will cost billions

dent Additive Manufacturing at Siemens Energy and

to participate later.

Materials Solutions, when we met ahead of his AMTC

Serious about serial additive

panel “Roadmap to Implement AM Successfully”. He
explained the company’s new asset and strategy (read
the full interview online), clarifying that “when they are

With over 400 material masters qualified for serial

ordered they go directly to a 3D printer. We have been

additive production, of which over 100 are qualified

doing this for more than a decade: these are serial addi-

energy industry applications for metal PBF, Siemens

tively manufactured parts.”

AMTC provided a platform for AM industry drivers to discuss strategies
for advancing and growing the industry in the future.
Image: Oerlikon

Prof. Michael Süß, Oerlikon Chairman of the Board.
Image: Oerlikon

The goal for Siemens Energy is to now get to 1000
qualified AM parts. This will be achieved through a
strong emphasis on DfAM and through an innovative
approach to external AM supply chain solutions. “We
decided three years ago that the only way we were
going to get components for AM was if we had people
designing specifically for them,” Seibold explained. Siemens Energy created these 30 new positions in DfAM
for heat transfer engineers and mechanical engineers
then shifted 30 people internally from their current
jobs to designing for AM. “What we did not do,” he
added, “is replace those 30 people in their previous
positions. We created a sort of a vacuum that needed

“Today AM is not repeatable, not even in the same

to be filled by using AM.”

machine, for the same part, in the same job,” Seibold
conceded. “We don’t have the applications to drive

The approach to scaling AM production capabilities is

volume production and the technology does not sup-

to start working with an external supply chain in order

port it. But this will be solved.”

to cope with volumes. Whereas the first two steps are
based on internal capabilities, within what Seibold

Repeatability is within reach

defined as a “Make” strategy, this third aspect is based
on optimizing collaborations with external suppliers.

The reproducibility of additive production is the topic

And this is where issues such as repeatability and stan-

that EOS Senior Vice President EMEA Markus Glasser

dardization become more pressing.

discussed in a panel titled “Reproducibility: Success
Factors in Scaling Up”. Together with Trumpf’s René

“To go from the 100 qualified material masters to over

Kreissl, Head of Business Unit Additive Manufacturing,

1,000, we would need an additional 100 printers, and

and representatives from ASTM, TÜV SÜD and Linde,

we will not invest into 100 additional printers ourselves,

he addressed the current state of process reproducibil-

at least not in the short term,” he says. “We will con-

ity and what needs to be accelerated in the future to

tinue to build our own footprint for those components

further improve the goal of process stability.

where we believe we have a unique technology proposition. We will also want to keep some manufacturing

The consensus is that everyone here wants to use AM

IPs internal. But for many components that will come,

technology more and more for serial manufacturing

we will go to an external additive production provider.

applications. And they look to EOS to deliver it in terms
of process and workflow capabilities. But the company

“We are debating whether we should go about it in a

can’t go at it alone.

traditional way, where we consult with four or five different companies to get a price and select one. But we

“As a pure player additive manufacturing technology

are also thinking about going at this in a more innova-

vendor, we need a lot of resources to address issues

tive way, by implementing a digital platform business

such as repeatability, producibility, sustainability and

model: a place where you go and aggregate parts

automation,” Glasser explained when we spoke at

demand, then automatically send it to whoever has

AMTC (read the full interview online). “Governmental

space to produce it.”

support is necessary to continue to advance and scale.”
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EOS is leveraging the newer EOS M 300-4 systems to

material within a full-size build. EOS currently identifies

facilitate this application-specific workflow optimization

nine levels of materials technical readiness. Industrial-

process for its many worldwide customers that have

ized materials such as Ti64, Inconel and several steels

their own applications to bring to market. The goal is to

are on levels seven to nine. Some materials, such as

make the entire workflow as uniform as possible. “These

copper, are on level three. Custom materials can be any

systems are based on a highly modular infrastructure

level that the customer wants.

that lets us use more identical components, for example, the same laser and flow management systems,”

“Taking a material to level nine takes a long time

Glasser explained. “Thus, we can more easily enable

because it means that we need to validate it extremely

services to ensure that repeatability is improving. Then

extensively,” Glasser confirmed. “However, if a company

we have also had monitoring solutions that allow us to

knows that they are going to use a material for a par-

correct when there is a deviation. This is all enabled by

ticular solution, it’s a lot easier and faster to validate it.”

the EOS M 300-4’s connectivity.”
Glasser concluded and emphasized that EOS backed
Glasser also presented several practical solutions to

up its statements on reproducibility with exact numbers

increase uniformity across systems and factories, from

and studies, as in a recent whitepaper showing which

machine production to an accurate and standardized

investigated the performance of a standardized test

calibration process that the customer can implement.

job layout built on three different EOS M 290 systems

Looking more specifically at the 3D printed part itself, a

using EOS Titanium Ti64ELI. In a nutshell, the results

major element of ensuring repeatability is represented

confirm that the EOS M 290 shows a high capability of

by the technical level of the materials used. Glasser

more than 4 Sigma for the tensile properties across the

highlights that there is a big difference between having

three machines located in different facilities, verifying

high-level material readiness for a single application—

that EOS systems are capable of decentralized serial

that could be the size of an iPhone—and obtaining the

additive manufacturing.

same readiness level for all parts made with a particular

An opportunity for Europe

Dr. Roland Fischer, CEO of Oerlikon Group.

Even in the face of so many challenges at the indus-

Image: Oerlikon

trial, institutional and academic level, Prof Süß still sees
Europe as the leading area in terms of AM opportunities. However, he also highlights that China is the most
dynamic. “In 2014 I visited China and AM was almost
non-existent. In 2019, when I returned, it had grown significantly. There are social and political reasons behind
this. In Europe we need to find economic reasons to
justify a technological direction, we need to make a
business out of it. In China the government decides
to make a strategic investment and executes it. If we
don’t watch out, they will outperform us. At the same
time, most of the largest AM adopters are Western
companies with very large budgets so that still gives
us an advantage.”

The opening panel with Dr. Melinda Crane, Moderator; Prof. Johannes Henrich Schleifenbaum,
RWTH Aachen University; Prof. Michael Süß, Oerlikon, Chairman; Prof. Nikolaus A. Adams, TU
Munich; Armin Laschet, Prime Minister North Rhine Westphalia; Achim Peltz, Siemens AG.
Image: 3dpbm

Oerlikon has invested a lot in AM over the past five

is growing by 80%. If we can maintain growth of 30%-

years. Any public company needs to meet the mar-

50% we will be fine.”

ket’s demands and investments must fit within the
business line. Shareholders won’t accept a decreasing

To obtain more external support, all companies

EBIT just because a company decides to arbitrarily allo-

invested in additive manufacturing need to cooper-

cate resources towards the integration of AM. It must

ate. “If we don’t, we will just fight for crumbs,” says

make business sense, especially in Europe and North

Prof. Süß, also recognizing that additive manufacturing

America. “We can allocate R&D funds, even some other

can help traditional manufacturing industries improve

internal investment funds but we also need external

performance significantly through the use of printed

support,” says Prof. Süß. “If AM received even a fraction

tools. “It’s not just about final parts, AM can also be

of the funds that e-mobility receives, it would help to

used more to dramatically accelerate production of

accelerate. And that is exactly what may happen. Tra-

tools and molds,” Prof. Süß adds, “but companies need

ditional industries, including the automotive industry,

to embrace the future. The future can only be enabled

are now seeing massive workforce declines in Europe.

by solutions from the future. If you stick with the past

AM is offering a new opportunity to create jobs in a

and celebrate it—it’s good to know where you come

new industry. Our German additive business this year

from—but it can be a burden.”
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The point that Prof. Süß is making is that the market

companies towards considering additive manufactur-

itself, along with other social concerns, will eventually

ing. Shipping powders is a lot faster and cheaper than

demand more additive manufacturing applications.

shipping finished parts and products. Imagine if just

“Manufacturing technology evolves when companies

50% of parts were produced locally by additive man-

get to a point where they cannot sell their products any-

ufacturing how many containers could be eliminated.

more and need to innovate. This can happen because

That would also bring immediate benefits in terms of

of price pressure or for environmental concerns leading

reduced emissions. And sustainability is a major driver

to lack of social acceptance. Then you have no choice

of political decisions today. “Even those politicians

but to change the technology that you use to make

and decision makers that have not yet fully under-

your products.”

stood how additive manufacturing can help rebuild
the industrial base may be attracted by the environ-

The global supply chain disruption that has followed
the COVID-19 pandemic is now driving more and more

mental aspects of implementing an additive strategy,”
Prof. Süß concludes. ◆

“We have established AMTC as a leading conference worldwide, with participants
from any hemisphere and any industry.” — Prof. Michael Süß.
Image: Oerlikon

Get all the insights
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MAPPING

Evolution of metal AM technology
An in-depth look at the different metal AM
processes on the market today

Image: EOS

For many, metal additive manufacturing is not just the

The metal AM market is expanding through five pri-

fastest growing area of industrial 3D printing—it is

mary technological areas: powder bed fusion (PBF),

industrial 3D printing. The segment is flourishing: it

directed energy deposition (DED), bound metal print-

has been growing at a fast pace for nearly a decade

ing (BMP), material jetting and cold processes based

and is likely to continue to grow very rapidly for the

on metal consolidation.

foreseeable future. Any recently recorded slow-down
in adoption only concerns specific technologies. For
example, laser powder bed fusion (PBF) experienced a
phase of extreme growth and then a relatively slower

METAL POWDER BED
FUSION (MPBF)

period as other processes, such as laser (and other
types of) directed energy deposition (DED) technolo-

The first, largest and most relevant AM technology

gies enjoyed more widespread adoption.

today— and for the near-to-medium-term future—is
powder bed fusion. This process can be considered

Now the metal additive manufacturing market seems

an evolution of polymer selective laser sintering. It was

ready to enter the next major phase of growth, driven

pioneered by a group of German companies (SLM Solu-

by process optimization, automation and industrializa-

tions, Concept Laser, EOS and Realizer), which are still

tion of both PBF and DED.

among the leaders in what is now a segment comprising several operators based in many different nations.

New companies, such as VELO3D are proposing more

Metal PBF is one of two powder-bed-based processes

efficient or more affordable solutions. While the DED

(metal binder jetting, in the bound metal printing family

and hybrid AM segment has been expanding with sev-

is the other) and it is also one of two metal AM pro-

eral major industrial machine tool manufacturers now

cesses where the fusion of the metal (powders) takes

actively targeting AM as the next key area of growth.

place during the build (the other is represented by

This relatively consolidated (but still very CapEx inten-

the powder-fed processes in the metal DED family).

sive) approach is expected to be followed by adoption

There are two primary types of metal PBF. The most

of high-throughput “planar” metal binder jetting tech-

common is laser-based, a technology known generically

nologies—with the recent high profile merger between

as SLM (selective laser melting). The other is electron-

Desktop Metal and ExOne now leading the charge in

beam-based EBM. This is a relatively high throughput

developing the segment. Large firms such as HP and

process, to date commercialized by only one company,

General Electric (GE) are also entering the arena. At

Arcam—now part of GE Additive—though some of the

the same time, a large number of new technological

first competitors are now starting to emerge.

approaches are diversifying this market. These include
affordable bound metal printing, leveraging filament

Among all metal AM processes, metal PBF has under-

extrusion processes, and high-res metal printing, lever-

gone the most research towards industrialization, and

aging stereolithography-based bound metal AM. Other

has now achieved the highest level of standardization.

processes, which leverage different types of cold metal

Metal PBF OEMs have validated the largest number of

consolidation (ultrasonic, kinetic) are targeting very

supported metal alloys, though this has been a pains-

high-speed production of extremely large parts.

takingly slow and costly process. Today metal PBF has

The evolution of these technologies is described in the

also achieved a high degree of automation, however,

Map of Metal AM Technologies, which was extracted

many challenges remain which make the technology

from 3dpbm’s recent report Metal AM Market Oppor-

still very expensive and difficult to implement. One is

tunities and Trends 2020–2030.

the high CapEx that is required to begin a metal PBF
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production line. Another is associated with part quality

integrated multi-station modular laser PBF system for

assurance and efficient process monitoring. Others are

increased automation. Another interesting innovation

associated with the cost of compatible powder mate-

has come from VELO3D, which has developed capa-

rials and the significant challenges that have emerged

bilities for support-free metal PBF printing. Australia’s

in relation to support removal and part finishing (read

Aurora Labs also proposed an interesting variation by

our interview with AM Solutions in this eBook to learn

developing a system capable of processing multiple

more about finishing 3D printed metal parts).

layers at the same time, thus addressing the issues of

Key MPBF companies

slow powder recoating between layers.
Other market contenders such as DMG Mori (which

Besides the current market leaders—EOS, SLM Solu-

acquired Realizer) and TRUMPF (which co-developed

tions, 3D Systems and GE Additive (which includes both

its AM technology with Italy’s Sisma) have been able

Arcam and Concept Laser)—there are a number of

to leverage their parent company’s experience in

firms that are emerging and proposing new, more effi-

the machine tool industry—as both companies also

cient approaches to metal PBF. One of the first was

introduced powder-fed DED systems. Renishaw also

Additive Industries, a Dutch startup that developed an

leverages the strength of a large parent company with

A gooseneck bracket optimized for AM by ASCO Industries 3D printed on the SLM 280 Twin using Ti6Al4V.
Image: SLM Solutions | ASCO Industries

DMG Mori’s hybrid DED technology.
Image: DMG Mori

significant experience in lasers and metrology systems.
Two firms, Matsuura and Hermle, have introduced
hybrid laser PBF systems which are capable of performing subtractive operations during the build process.

DIRECTED ENERGY
DEPOSITION (DED)
The AM technologies collectively grouped under the
DED acronym generally operate by applying energy,
in the form of a laser, electron beam, or electricity, to
metal powder or wire in order to feed molten metal into
an extruder that deposits it in layers, forming a near

such as Sciaky, BeAM and Optomec were among the

net shape (NNS) 3D object. This object is then usually

first to enter the market by introducing their own—

processed using a subtractive technology in order to

very specific—DED approaches. For instance, Sciaky

obtain a final part with extremely accurate tolerances.

is the only company using electron beam welding in

The hybrid process is significantly faster than subtrac-

its AM process.

tively producing a part from a whole or producing a
part by metal PBF. In addition to the key advantage

More recently, other new entries have enjoyed success

of speed, DED technology has the ability to produce

with WAAM-based systems, in particular Norsk Tita-

extremely large parts, measuring up to several meters

nium, which developed a plasma-based process that

in length. Moreover, the combination of a metal DED

was adopted by Boeing for serial part production, and

engine with an advanced industry machine tool system

ALM3D, a Singapore-based company that developed

enables increased automation and improved in-process

one of the largest WAAM systems in the world to mass

finishing during an integrated workflow.

produce maritime parts.

Key DED companies

BOUND METAL PRINTING

The metal DED segment is divided between industrial machine tool leaders that have opened up their

The family of bound metal printing processes groups all

portfolio of technologies to include AM and 3D print-

metal technologies that use polymer materials to bind

ing-focused startups that have entered the market by

together metal particles and form green parts, which

introducing new approaches to DED technology.

are then sintered in a post process phase to produce
the final parts. Thus BMP includes both established

Overall, the segment has one clear market leader: DMG

technologies—such as metal binder jetting—and new

Mori. The company has established technological and

technologies like bound metal filament extrusion and

commercial dominance in the segment by introduc-

bound metal stereolithography.

ing the large, highly automated LASERTEC systems.
Other machine tool industry leaders, such as TRUMPF

Bound metal printing technologies—in particular

and Mazak, are also now present in the market with

metal binder jetting—are seen as a possible catalyst

DED systems. On the other hand, smaller companies

for increased metal AM adoption by enabling mass
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digital production of parts at reduced costs. Because

approaches in filaments (notably, BASF introduced a

it is a planar process, meaning it builds the entire layer,

316 steel material specifically for these processes) and

or plane, in one pass, the metal binder jetting process

photopolymerizable slurries.

can enable much higher production rates than PBF, with
comparable part accuracy. In addition, because it uses
MIM-like powders, new materials can theoretically be

METAL MATERIAL JETTING

validated faster and at lower costs than is the case for
metal PBF (which needs to use highly spherical powers).

Generally speaking, material jetting can be considered
the most technologically advanced type of 3D printing.

The main issues that are still limiting the technology’s

It is also the technology that can ensure the highest

adoption concern part quality and, specifically, part

voxel level control. Material jetting processes are based

density, which by most accounts is not yet compa-

on inkjet heads that jet material through thousands and

rable to metal injection molded or traditionally cast

even millions of digitally controlled nozzles. In some

parts, or even metal PBF. In addition, while materials

cases, material jetting processes are combined with

should be much faster to qualify, not that many have

extrusion or binder jetting to augment the process’

been qualified yet.

capabilities. In metals, however, binder jetting is a very

Key Bound Metal Printing companies

limited family of processes, due to the fact that jetting
liquid metal is complex at best.

One company stands out in the bound metal 3D print-

Despite this, the segment is potentially the most viable

ing segment: ExOne, because it is the only firm that has

for innovation and technological breakthroughs, so we

established a solid commercial market presence and

are treating it as a stand alone category. Today there

was first to venture into the metal binder jetting seg-

are two possible approaches to metal material jetting.

ment. While ExOne is the market leader, the company

One is already commercially established and leverages

has only recently begun to scale its business towards

metal nanoparticles mixed with water, resulting in a

catering to high throughput production needs.
This occurred as a number of challengers entered the

Metal part 3D printed using XJet’s NPJ technology.

market, in particular Desktop Metal. The Boston-based

Image: XJet

firm, co-founded by the inventor of binder jetting technology, among others, created an entirely new market
segment by introducing a commercial desktop system
based on bound metal deposition (BMD) technology,
a type of bound metal printing that uses material extrusion. The company was then the very first to move into
high-throughput binder jetting for part production.
And while its technology remains in an early phase of
market development, it did pave the way for very serious challengers such as HP and GE Additive to enter
this segment. At the same time, more material extrusion and stereolithography-based firms (like Incus) have
proposed viable solutions using bound metal printing

ExOne is a leader in the metal binder jetting segment and has started
to scale its business for high-throughput production.
Image: ExOne

solution that the ability to behave both as a solid and

Metal 3D Printing process using molten aluminum wire

a liquid. Another possible approach, which is in devel-

and is now optimizing the process for high-throughout,

opment, uses electromagnetic fields to enable jetting

low-cost metal part production.

of molten liquid aluminum.

Key Metal Material Jetting companies

METAL CONSOLIDATION

While metal binder jetting companies boast about

This last segment describes a number of technolo-

the ability to also jet nanoparticles, the only company

gies that share a similar approach, additively forming

that was able to develop a technology based on this

metal objects by applying energy to consolidate metal

approach is XJet, with NanoParticle Jetting (NPJ), used

powders, wire or sheets in cold (room temperature)

for both ceramics and metals such as steel and silver.

processes. All these technologies have extremely high

The process is fairly rapid and can be scaled indefinitely

throughputs and the ability to build very large parts to

(like all material jetting processes).

near net shape (NNS).

Recently, ExOne added an element of material jetting

The first one to emerge as an additive process was

to its binder jetting technology by introducing a metal

ultrasonic consolidation. In this hybrid process, lam-

nanoparticle component to its binders, paving the way

inated sheets of metal are bound together through

to more effective and faster metal 3D printing. The only

the application of ultrasound which are released by

existing alternative is currently in development at Xerox.

the print head. One key advantage of this approach

The company acquired a startup that invented a Liquid

is the ability to produce multi-material parts by using
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Australian company SPEE3D has brought to market a cold spray AM process specialized for copper and aluminum.
Image: SPEE3D

sheets of different materials in a single build. Kinetic

used for aerospace applications and the company has

consolidation processes use kinetic energy to consoli-

been partly funded by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labo-

date metallic powders, which are shot out at ultrasonic

ratory (JPL). MELD Manufacturing offers its friction

speed. The key advantage of this approach lies in the

consolidation process both as a service or by selling

ability to rapidly produce very large parts using pow-

hardware systems.

ders that do not need to be highly spherical. The friction
consolidation approach has similarities to non-additive

The kinetic consolidation process—also known as cold

friction-based processes, like friction stir welding and

spray additive manufacturing—is now possibly the

friction stir. This enables deposition of metal at below

most widely adopted among the cold consolidation

melting temperature to produce parts with low residual

processes. It was initially introduced by two Austra-

stresses and full density, with lower energy require-

lian companies, SPEE3D and Titomic, with the former

ments and a wide range of supported materials.

focusing on materials such as copper and aluminum

Key Metal Consolidation companies

and the latter focusing almost exclusively on titanium.
German machine tools firm Hermle took the technology
one step further by integrating in-process machining

Today, only two companies offer ultrasonic consoli-

for increased speed and automation. GE Additive is

dation and friction consolidation. Fabrisonic’s UAM

also internally developing cold-spray additive manu-

(Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing) technology is

facturing systems. ◆
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